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[ S H O W :  1 A ]  

[ A I R D T E :  1 2 / 1 6 / 2 1 ]  

[ A I R T M E :  1 1 : 0 0  -  1 2 : 0 0 ]  

[H O S T :  J E N N  W H I T E ]  

[ S T O R Y :  A  LO O K  B A C K  A T  T H E  L I F E  

O F  B E L L  H O O K S ]  

[ C O N T E N T :  D A N A  W I LL I A M S ]  

11:00:00 DISCLAIMER 

Transcripts of WAMU programs are available for personal use.  Transcripts 

are provided "As Is" without warranties of any kind, either express or 

implied.  WAMU does not warrant that the transcript is error-free.  For all 

WAMU programs, the broadcast audio should be considered the 

authoritative version.  Transcripts are owned by WAMU 88.5 FM American 

University Radio and are protected by laws in both the United States and 

international law.  You may not sell or modify transcripts or reproduce, 

display, distribute, or otherwise use the transcript, in whole or in part, in any 

way for any public or commercial purpose without the express written 

permission of WAMU.  All requests for uses beyond personal and 

noncommercial use should be referred to (202)885-1200. 

11:00:08 JENN WHITE 

This is 1A.  I'm Jenn White in Washington.  On Wednesday, feminist critic 

and author bell hooks died at her home in Kentucky.  She was 69 years old.  

During her life, she wrote over three dozen books that dove deep into 

everything from race to feminism to love.  Here to tell us more about her life 

and legacy is Dana Williams.  She's a professor of African-American 

literature and the graduate dean at Howard University.  Professor Williams, 

welcome back to the program. 

11:00:38 DANA WILLIAMS 

Thank you so much for having me. 

11:00:40 JENN WHITE 

Tell us more about bell hooks' life.  She wasn't always bell hooks, was she? 
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11:00:46 DANA WILLIAMS 

No.  She was actually born Gloria Jean Watkins and she changed her name to 

bell hooks in honor of her maternal great grandmother whose name was Bell 

Blaire Hooks.  She was born in Kentucky and the fourth of seven siblings and, 

by all accounts, was always a very avid reader and a writer, even when she 

was a young child. 

11:01:07 JENN WHITE 

Now, stylistically she made the choice to spell her pen name in lowercase 

letters.  Why? 

11:01:15 DANA WILLIAMS 

Well, her interviews say that she did it to diminish herself and to focus more 

on the books.  But I also think it had a lot to do with the politics of the 

contemporary age where we saw other black writers like Ntozake Shange use 

the lower case, to suggest that the American language had been standardized.  

That it wasn't just that it was a natural outflow of how people spoke, but that 

there was a standardizing process.  And by using the lower case it was 

rejecting that, at the same time, that people were suggesting that black people 

and their use of language and Ebonics was somehow deficient.  So it was 

really an act of rebellion, as well. 

11:01:53 JENN WHITE 

Well, people have been sharing on social media how impressive and 

influential their first encounter with her work-wise.  Some have even 

described hooks' writing as earth-shattering.  We got this tweet from 

Wicondan who says, I never met her but I met myself when I read "Sisters of 

the Yam."  I consider it the black woman's Bible.  Professor Williams, can 

you share with us the first time you read her writing and what you took away 

from it? 

11:02:19 DANA WILLIAMS 

Yeah, I think that so many people would agree with that tweet.  Many people 

could see themselves in her writing.  For me, I was a student at Howard, 

actually, and I read this piece in what was called "The Howard Reader: An 

Intellectual Quilt of Black Thinkers" or something to that effect.  I may be 

corrupting this book but it's a beautiful book, hardcover, more than 400 

pages.  And it was the book that freshman students at Howard were supposed 

to read to really understand the breadth and range of black intellectual 

thought from its earliest iteration to the contemporary moment. 
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11:02:50 DANA WILLIAMS 

And this bell hook's piece was on revolutionary black women.  And coming 

from the south, I, you know, was born in Louisiana, had gone to (inaudible) 

undergraduate, I wasn't exactly sure what to expect of this notion of, like, 

revolutionary.  What was a revolutionary black woman?  Whatever it was I 

thought maybe I want to be it.  And that piece, in particular, focused on really 

how complicated it is for black writers to write revolutionary women and 

then to have a certain level of freedom after they have done this revolutionary 

thing. 

11:03:18 DANA WILLIAMS 

So, Celie in "The Color Purple," for instance, hooks was questioning, is she 

really a revolutionary black woman?  When we see her at the end of that 

book in a domestic space sewing, even as she's making pants, which is a 

radical act because women weren't wearing pants at the time, could we really 

think about her as revolutionary?  Or could we think about Sula as 

revolutionary in Toni Morrison's book of the same name?  When Sula 

ultimately dies, is it possible to rebel against a system and thrive and do well?  

And so that was really, I think, a quintessential kind of bell hooks piece where 

she was questioning what everybody else was accepting as kind of standard. 

11:04:01 JENN WHITE 

Hooks once wrote in a book of essays, quote, "No black woman writer in this 

culture can write too much.  Indeed, no woman writer can write too much.  

No woman has ever written enough."  We mention that she's published over 

40 works.  What's the significance of the sheer volume of her writing? 

11:04:21 DANA WILLIAMS 

Well, the range and the volume are really impressive, so it speaks to her 

commitment to scholarship or her commitment to the work and making it 

accessible to everyday people.  Because you have to also remember that 

theory is something that people in the academy are supposed to do.  It's not 

supposed to be accessible to the everyday person but part of what her work 

did was reflect the people that she talks about and with.  And she was a part 

of that community so I think that was important. 

11:04:46 DANA WILLIAMS 

She saw herself as, not speaking for but speaking with and talking alongside 

the everyday person, particularly as it related to feminism.  Because so much 

of what we had seen as feminism before had to do with white women, and not 

inclusive of black women, to think about women on the margins or women 

that had class challenges. 
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11:05:06 DANA WILLIAMS 

I think it also speaks to her sacrifice and the willingness to make those 

sacrifices that would help her to contribute to the liberation of people, 

particularly people who had been marginalized and people who had been 

otherwise really not paid as much attention to as by what might be considered 

the mainstream. 

11:05:25 DANA WILLIAMS 

She was also clear, and I appreciated that, that she understood how black 

women understood ourselves, even if that wasn't the way that other people 

interpreted us.  So, giving voice to that from poetry to children's books to 

memoirs to scholarship or critical theory.  I think all of that was a part of her 

wheelhouse because she understood just how fierce black women could be. 

11:05:50 JENN WHITE 

We're talking to professor Dana Williams of Howard University about the life 

and legacy of bell hooks.  Let's listen to part of a conversation she had at the 

new school back in 2015.  Here she is talking about heteronormative 

relationships between men and women. 

[ G R A P H I C S :  S O U N DB I TE  O F  B E L L  H O O K S ]  

11:06:05 BELL HOOKS 

I think this is part of the crisis of feminism today, that we moved so far, so 

quickly outside the home but that, in fact, inside the home not a lot has 

changed.  I have students who are now, you know, professors who are 

married in situations where they feel very depressed and oppressed.  But they 

don't feel that they can make change.  And I often think, well, what is our 

feminism doing? 

11:06:35 BELL HOOKS 

And, of course, we have all these young brilliant female students, many of 

whom are in this audience, that are doubting themselves, that are doubting, 

how can I go forward?  And if I want to be with a male partner, how can I go 

forward and be liberated, and at the same time be in a relationship with a 

man?  And I don't think we answered those questions very well. 

11:06:59 JENN WHITE 

How did hooks move the conversation forward when it came to race and 

gender? 
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11:07:04 DANA WILLIAMS 

So, that piece, I think, was really critical to help us think about what she 

described as fantasy feminism.  So, we have this kind of imaginary way of 

thinking about feminism as being some magic panacea or somehow you don't 

have to deal with all of the difficulties and that level of interrogation like how 

do we reconcile these real challenges?  That, I think, is critical to how she 

moved the conversation forward. 

11:07:29 DANA WILLIAMS 

And it wasn't always easy.  When she talked about that fantasy feminism, it 

was behind the critique of Beyonce's Lemonade, which she took a lot of heat 

for.  The beehive was serious around this for her because a big part of her 

critique was, it was really re-inscribing capitalism.  It was contributing to 

thoughts about, like, women interacting as violent agents after infidelity, that 

there were ways to heal  that didn't have to do with the ways that we had come 

to just accept the challenge of heteronormative relationships or non-binary 

relationships. 

11:08:06 DANA WILLIAMS 

So, for me, a big part of her contribution to the scholarship was not just to 

accept the status quo, and not just to do the things that would make her more 

popular.  I could appreciate the fact that she was somewhat resistant to the 

notion of being a publ ic intellectual even as she was.  I think one, for many 

people, and it's difficult to have that kind of volume without also really 

getting that kind of celebrity status, but she never really pushed or never 

resisted or withheld some critique, even if she knew that it wasn't the popular 

stance. 

11:08:42 JENN WHITE 

And she wasn't -- she really leaned out of celebrity.  She wasn't seeking that 

kind of acknowledgment, was she? 

11:08:50 DANA WILLIAMS 

I don't think so.  I mean, it's difficult for us to imagine as a culture that so 

driven by, you know, popular iterations of celebrity or the kind of quest 

they're craving to be popular.  But it seems, by all accounts, and we know 

that people create narratives, but even her sisters' narrative around her 

suggested that, like, as a kid, every night they'd try to, like, get some rest and 

they could hear her turning pages and reading and hearing the pencil across 

the page.  I don't think she was as drawn to celebrity as much as it was the 

case that she was just really driven to do this kind of work. 

11:09:32 JENN WHITE 

How will you be talking to your students about bell hooks, her work and her 

legacy, in the months and years to come? 
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11:09:42 DANA WILLIAMS 

Most immediately, I think I'm thinking about her 1994 book "Teaching to 

Transgress," to focus on this notion of education as a practice of freedom.  

Because that book really does critique the ways that school systems don't 

enable students to do critical thinking.  Instead, it really drills down to test -

taking and creating students who can just regurgitate information. 

11:10:07 DANA WILLIAMS 

And in this moment where we're thinking about critical race studies, and 

what we have come to begin to refer to as critical race theory in some 

corruptive ways, in some ways anyway, I think it's important for us to go 

back to people who were thinking about the way that teaching can transgress 

the status quo.  So that's one of the books. 

11:10:27 DANA WILLIAMS 

And then I think, I'm also really just drawn to that first text, you know, 

"Ain't I a Woman," how black women think about feminism across the 

different spectrum to include people who are working class, to include people 

who really understand feminism and womanhood as a kind of framework for 

talking, as opposed to a singular representation of what it means to be a 

woman. 

11:10:54 JENN WHITE 

That's Dana Williams.  She's the graduate dean at Howard University and 

the president of the Toni Morrison Society.  Professor Williams, thank you so 

much for speaking with us. 

11:11:03 DANA WILLIAMS 

My pleasure. 

11:11:05 JENN WHITE 

Coming up, director Sean Baker is known for filming those on society's 

margins.  He turns his camera to the porn industry in Text City, Texas and 

his new very dark comedy "Red Rocket."  That's just ahead,  I'm Jenn 

White.  This is 1A from WAMU and NPR. 


